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In Reply 

Refer Tos 

(NP24) (A12) (LEH) 

J. S. NAVY UNDERWATER SOUND LABORATORY 
PORT TRUMBULL, NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT jet 

“Serials 224(R) 

30 August 1946 

Tos Distribution List 

Subj; "Long Distance Soul Razeing Equipment (SOPAR) - 
Installation and Operating Notes", USL Report No. 55 

as of 21 August 1946. 

1. Subject report is forwarded herewith as enclosure 1 for 

information. 

Commander, USN 

Commanding Officer 

Enels (7) 
1. Subject Report 
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ackin i and for preparing it: 

nee ‘tt ane ae en ‘procedure is described in < Ene) ORS 
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instructions are given for receiving and recording deep 
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hingeens square law" is easily seaer as a aamanemance AG ‘ 
ion Bde conservation. — On the other hand, according to } 

ideal sound channel the only intensity loss is due to attenuation, 

eee Tinea ERE ERSe oe the HES EEIOE travell pos by the sound 

ieee distance Bound ranging system is based on the faet that 
mating at a depth beneath the main thermocline (about 4000 feet 
Atlantic Ocean) are effectively channeled by natural con- 
ae is so effective that the Se een of one pound 

ne t ic in arval between an glasien § in the sound channel ann the 
val rc. the nd at a distant monitoring station is proportional to the 

vai of the sound at three separate stations can be 
1 Bie This report describes the method for installing and. 

she equ pment which has been developed in experimental form for 
and tin g the arrival of such signals, 

the ee ee in the ocean decreases rather steadily down to 
Oey 4000 feet in the North Atlantic) and below this depth 
EEE pressure, on the other hand, necueel sy, 

da. Thus, an explosion can be located by geometrical methods 
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inereases with depth. Above this critical depth, the temperature change 

has 2 greater effect than pressure change on sound velocity. The pressure 
change has a greater effect below this depth; As a consequence, a sound 
originating at a depth of about 4000 feet is bent downward by the layers 
of water above it and upward by the layers.of water below. 

8, Sound is therefore channeled horizontally at a depth which actually 
varies in different parts of the ocean, but is sufficiently constant to 

z make the SOFAR system possible, It spreads horizontally in all directions, 

: but many of the sound rays which tend at first to go up or down are bent 
_-—s back into the horizontal channel. 

; 9. When an explosion at a distance of several hundred miles or more is 
i. ‘received at a SOFAR monitoring station, the signal sounds like the roll 

Ab of a kettle drum building up to a crescendo and ceasing abruptly. This 
peculiar quality of the received signal is explained on the hypothesis 
that the sound travelling by the direct route from exploding bomb to 
hydrophone is also travelling by the slowest route, The sound waves which 

are refracted from above or below cross and re-cross the axis of the sound 
channel, actually reaching the hydrophone before the direct sound because 

___ they travel through layers of water in which the velocity is greater, The 
time interval between the first sound reaching the hydrophone and the sub~ 
seguent sharp cut-off is about one second for every thousand miles, 

. DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUTEMENT 

10, The receiving, recording, and timing equipment for one POO station 
consists of: 

(a) A 5-foot cabinet-type panel rack {itsck 1), containing dual 
amplifiers, power supplies, attenuators, and a monitor power  , 
amplifier. 

(b) A 4-foot cabinet-type panel rack {liack 2), containing the auto~ 
ie matic switching device, the "slow-speed" PL Recorder, and a Magnetic 
ee", _ Tape Recorder (number 2). 

(ce) A 4-foot cabinet type panel rack (Reck 3), containing the break 
circuit chronometer, the "high-speed" PL Recorder, and a Magnetic 

1 Tape Recorder (numberl). 

(d) A monitor speaker mounted in a bass reflex cabinet. 

(e) A General Electric voltage stabilizer. 

(f) Connecting cables, spare parts, and a supply of waxed-—paper 
tape for the PL graphic level recorders, 
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including the material in the 
3. ‘Tnspect each rack for obvious 

hai opens is di scovered, place the three 
iy mM tion as shown in Fig. 1, Rack 1 
be in ee Haart positions Rack 2 (the 4-foot rack 
ae CASSEL) in its eee panel) ma be to the arent 

to ‘the lest of ‘Rack Le 

ie Pees Eicast two feet ui from the wall to allow 
of Sac. rack. They ean be placed a maximum of 14 feet 

‘together, sc long es sufficient space is left 
to emerge fron the sides of Rack 1 through the 

cks are ‘spaced Be apart they will cover a 
are should be taken to see that the racks are 

locat ed. 

a 3s reflex cabinet should be placed 
= at all bimes, 
@ a3 

or can east 
wet 

7 Pi, recorder in the top and middle > 
Sp¢ FL reeorder in the middle panel of 

extbens sion tracss, Before shipment , these ~ 
se by Screws: holding them to the cabinet. 
» the panels so that they can be pulled out to. 
ze ‘track. Not @ that the chronometer sliding 
toby using the ho d=down at the Hom of the 

» located in the top panel of Rack 2, turns — 
bine index senha oe the PL recorders when 

os the same tine 

h will See the peer tee “This alarm 
“the SINC es e aa cuecure oH the automatic 
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; from 60 cycle AC at voltages from 105 to 125 volts. 
» Line voltage varies beyond these limits or fluctuates consider- 

i age regulator must be installed to maintain the voltage 

iL mits. A General Electric Voltage Stabilizer (catalogue 
ss IP oe with aaa (Gonelioee station for this purpose, Its 

s Bee ies. cps. 
aia are ‘ 

aaa porte. 

57-03, cpa. aa ; 

- 780K at 80 power) factor. 

y for “the three racks is distributed as follows: 

le from Rack 1 Aies into AC. source, 60 Eps, 
in, or into voltage stabilizer, 

Power cables from Racks 2 and 3 plug into female 
ock réceptacles located on either side of Rack eee a 

switch on the front panel of Rack 1 is turned on power 
3 racks ‘and their component units, The power eonsump=— 
itor station with all components turned on and operat—— 
20 wattso 

tee on at vane eich. Zan this eee Preleonaueter 
ded | she ld he broug sht to the terminal strip on the right side 

©: oe ; of Rack 1, After they have been connected, the metal 
shield provi ded h the equipment should be serewed in place over the = 

termi inals on the: terminal strip are permanently wired 
eptacle s located at the top of Rack 1. On the top 
below these ‘five receptaclés, there are two female 

CHANEL NG. ] and CHANNEL NO, 2. These receptacles 
packs ehauns: : ee jumper cables are furnished with 

hes (one. for each channel) are aleo . 
‘These switches are Spy are neoaded: and return euto- 
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. to i : oosi 2 released, When on the central | 
iti on > each el SH ect lone of “the female Cannon receptacles to its 

: mreeleces the airelsaieten: by 600—ohm terminating 

Ao GS channel in place or ‘the hydrophone. 
ha the | two switches and is labeled SIG, GEN; IN, 

wiring enone each rack is aimeaaes complete, Before 

» however , the cables which run from one rack to 
These cables are supplied with each station and— 

ae nstalled according to the following table 
able means "Magnetic 1 pope niccord-on): 

GALES IRE, FOR. 2 SAAN PLING RACKS 

Gable. ioe) e DG ription « From ie “fo 
ad, 4 naan 913) ar _ 

a Geren caOiroudt Chronometer: Rack 1 Rack 3 

tout fron irrorhone oly “ Rack 1 Rack 3 
ale Gannon to open end) 

eee c. 
CpuL 

Fen 
teow 43 ‘irrophone oe pain Rack 2 
‘Gannon to open end) | eh ee 

Ae 

ble for ? Time fone In Rack 1 

Rack 1 Rack 3: 
; (Front) 

ees Ussortone #2 re | Rack i = Rack 2 
ce | First Stage i _ (Front) 
| a 

Rack 1 ‘Rack 3 

Rack 1 Rack 2 

In Rack 1 

Ro OL \ 
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Gable No. 

#10 

#LL 

#12 

#13 

ik, 

#15 

ae 

#17 

#LE 

#19 

Description 

To Index Relay = "High- 
speed’ Recorder 
(Male Cannon to open end) 

To Mirrophone #1 
Second Stage 
3 ke signal 
(Male Gannon to open end) 

To Mirrophone #2 
second Stage 
3 ke signal 
(Male Cannon to open end) 

To Index Relay 
"Wor<-speed" Recorder 
(Male Cannon to open end) 

To Monitor (124-4) — 
{Male Cannon to Female 
‘Cannon ) 

Power Cable for Jutomatic 

Operation of Graphic Level 
Recorder motor 

Main Power Cable 

Power Gable to Rack 2 

Power Cable to Rack 3 

Monitor Amp. (124iE) 
Output to Speaker 
(Male Gannon to Female 
Cannon) 

Hydrophone Jumper Gable (2) 

From To 

Rack 1 Rack 3 

Reek 1 Rack 3 

Rack 1 Rack 2 

Rack 1 Rack 

In Rack 1 

Rack 2 Rack 3 & 

& 

Into Rack 1 

Rack 1 Rack 2 

Rack 1 Rack 3 

Rack 1 to Speaker 

Male Cannon Channel 
Hy drophone #1 and #2 
input on input front 
Front panel panel Rack #1 
Rack #1 Cannon Female 

23. The diagram below shows the location of each numbered cable on the 
rear of the Chronometer Time Control and Phone Monitor (Time Tone Amplifier), 
third panel from the top of Rack 1, 
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25" black wire 

1g the cables. reference 

plifier, #h, is not shown. 
both Baden and at the rear of Raeks 2 and 3, 

rough these bushings 

ing and recordi 
oN REY ae st. be a nade. 

the 

IRROP. 1 

Dr ee 

an oN | ee 
is 

(>) 
| | {econ RAS ES OR SE Le 

should be 

Bushings 

i 

-FROM MIRROP.-1 
2 

made to the block 
oa shows cables 1-1) except that the power cable to 

are located at the 

Cables 

to allow closing of the rack doors. 

ng equipment will operate reliably a 

Bes ees Wa a 

meta es directions for these 
Ths 

not Sheree ‘normally 
sion: , performance tests and aS ee oct e have been com 
y fi ade g 

Location i 

Rack 1. 

Rack 1 

Rack 1 

Rack 1, Cabinet Speaker 
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6, Automatic Switching Unit Rack 2 

f, "“Low-speed" (S5mm/sec.) PL Sound Level Rack 2 
Recorder 

Bo Magnetic Tape Recorder, 1 Rack 3 

h. "High-speed" (10mm/sec.) PL Sound Level Rack 3 
Recorder 

i, Magnetic Tape Recorder 2 Rack 2 

jo Chronometer and code switch - - Rack 3 

OPERATING THE SOFAR HQUIPMENT BEFORE A SIGNAL IS RECEIVED 

28, Turn on all AC power switches. These are the master switch on the 
front of Rack 1; a switch om each of the 7-volt power supplies in the back 
of Rack 1\ on the second snd third sheives from the bottom; a switch on 
the automatic switching device on the top shelf of Rack 23 a switch on 
each PL sound level recorder on the second shelf from the top of Rack 2 
and 33 and a switch on esch magnetic tace recorder on the second shelf 
from the bottom of racks two and HI 

29. To prolong the useful life of the selenium rectifiers in the amplifier 
channels, the channel which is not in use should be turned off by means of 

_the switch at the rear of the 7=-volt DG supply for this particular channel 
(the supply for channel one is on the right side of the third shelf from 
the bottom of Rack 1, and the supply for channel two is on the right side 
of the second shelf from the bottom), 

30, Similarly, to prevent wear and consequent dulling of the pole pieces, 
the stand—by magnetic recorder. shouid be turned off, The Western Electric 
‘Mirrophone magnetic tape recorder is turned off by rotating its 3KC. V.C. 
completely counterclockwise, and the Caltron magnetic tape recorder is 
turned off by rotating its siG. 7.C, completely counterclockwise. - Normally, 
the magnetic tape and Power Level recorcers in Rack 3 are kept on stand—by. 
However, the Power Level recorder in Rack 3, which is identified as the “high- 
speed" recorder, may be used to transcribe the sound record from either of 
the magnetic tape recorders. This recorder operates at a paper—bape speed 
of 10mm/sec, which will double the time indexing space and give an accurate 
check on the arrival time evaluation, 

31. Under normal continuous long-term operation the operator should establish 
a rotation cycle so that the duty load can be divided among the duplicate 
parts of the equipment, This rotation will prolong the efficient operation 
of both types of recerding equipment and of the power supplies and amplifier 
channels, 
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32. When the AC power has been turned on as deseribed above, all units 
except these in stand-by and the motors on the PL sound level recorders 
should be operating. The PL recorder motors will be actuated by the auto 
matic switching unit unless their motor control has been switched to MANUAI 
and their amplifier control switch is off, 

33. A 15-minute warm-up period should be allowed for the amplifier channel 
and the automatic switehing unit to become stable. During this period the 
sensitivity of the automatic switching unit will change considerably and it 
will not operate properly. 

Sh, Rack 1: Set the CHANNEL NO. 1 VOLUMES or CHANNEL NO. 2 VOLUME, according 
to which channel is being Wee a “approximately 10 and the BUS VOLUME at 
approximately 6 db, These settings will vary depending upon background noise 
conditions, To Se the line amplifier from being overloaded, the channel 
volume control, which follows the preamplifier and governs the iApat to the 
following line amplifier, should be set somewhat higher than 10 when high 
background noise prevails, The RUS Oli control governs the voltage 
applied to the system bus OATES the minimum writing level of the PL 
sound level recorder; it should be set lower thun 6 db when high background 
noise prevails to prevent the PL semper from writing too high on the paper, 
thereby reducing the writing range available, 

35. Turn the TO RECORDER switch 5.101 on the left side of the front panel 
of the Time Tone Amplifier (Rack a: shelf three from the top) to the BUS 
position. In BUS position, +10), connects the "High-speed" PL recorder to 
the system bus and throws the "High-spesd" indexing relay under chronometer 
‘control, Turn the WEOPHONE S102 switch (to the right of the TO RECORDER 
switch) to whichever of Ene! ive magnetic tape recorders is in use, Recorder 
#1 is in Rack 3g Recorder #2 is in Rack 2. Turn the third switch on this 
panel (to the right of the "Mirrophone™ switch) to the BUS. position. This is 
switch S-103, marked joyroR. Plug 600-ohm Permoflux earphones into the 
monitor jack at the Tigut of the time tone amplifier panel, The volume . 
control labeled MONITOR R-i22 for these earphones is just to the left of the 
earphone jack. The station opsrator should listen to the signal on-the bus 
through these earphones, 

- 36. On the bottom panel of rack one there is a volume control for the 
‘monitor speaker which reproduces the signal on the bus which is pene fed 
to the recorders, 

37. Rack 2: Turn the VOLUME control of the automatic switching unit at 
the left of the top panel to the fuli *on" position. Turn-.the SENSITIVITY 
control at the right of the top panel clockwise to the point where the 
background noise just fails to fire the automatic switching unit, This 
adjustment may require attention off and on throughout the day, and some 
false alarms may be caused by sudden changes in background noise. When 
the automatic switching unit fires it places the PL graphic level recorders 
in operation, After a false alarm has occurred the automatic switching unit 
must be reset manualiy by operating the reset switch located just to the left 

Ei 
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of the SENSITIVITY control and labelled PUSH TO RES To reset, hold 
the reset switch down for about ten seconds. If the automatic switching 
unit fails to reset, reduce the SENSITIVITY control very slightly (counter- 
clockwise) end repest the resetting. 

38. For routine operation, pull the sliding drawers in racks two and three 
out to the stopo Turn the SPEEDS clutch adjustment marked WRITING on the 

PL recorder in the second panel from the top of Rack 2 to the FAST position, 
and turn the pApre iai/suc, clutch adjustment beside it to the 5/1 position. 
These adjustments will give a paper tape speed of Smm/sec, 

39. Turn the "Mirroyhone"™ magnetic tapes recorder SELECTION switch on the 
upper right of the bottom panel of rack two to the RECORD position. Turn 
the sig. vy. ¢, switch just to the left of the magnetic tape recorder switch 
about two thirds mactimum clockwise, ‘Turn the 3%G V.C, switeh just below the 
mapnetic tape recorder switch as far as it will go clockwise. 

40. Rack 3: It is assumed’ that the chronometer has already been placed in 
operation. Adjust the 77 ; ¢lutch on the PL graphic level recorder to 
the SLOW position and the PAPER Mu/S5h0. clutch to the 50/10 position. 
These adjustments will provide a paper speed of 10 mm/sec, 

41, Even though the magnetic tape recorder in Rack 3 may be in stand-by 
operation and not running, adjustments should be made to ready it for 
operation the moment it is needed, Turn the SHLECTOR switch on Mirrophone 
#1 in Rack 3 to the PEGoRp position. If it is a Caltron recorder turn the 

3KC VG, completely clockwise; if it is a Western Electric Mirrophone, 
adjust the SiG, ¥. ¢.to about two-thirds maximum (clockwise). The Caltron 
recorder is then placed in operation by turning its SiG, ¥, ¢,to about two- 
thirds maximum, and the Mirrophone is started by turning its 3KC V0, come 
pletely clockwise, 

42; The station is now ready to receive, record, and time the arrival of 
a ptenel.. 

OPERATING THE SCFAR MUTPMENT WHEN A SIGNAL IS RECEIVED 

43, All volume controls snd variable pads have numbered dials, It is very 
Smportant that a complete log of all settings be kept for each signal that 
is received, together with the name of the operator in charge at the time. 
This dnformatdon is necessary for the evaluation of SOFAR data and will 
facilitate the making of circuit adjustments. Fig. III gives the headings 
which should be used, Data sheets drawn up according to the pattern of Fig, 

III should be on hand at all times, 

4k, As soon as the signal strength on the arrival of @ sound channel signal 
rises above the background noise the Automatic switching unit will fire. 

(aoe 
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ie ues the time Beare and Bese the 
speed” recorder amplifier switch is off and its 

set on MANUAL , ae the“high speed” recorder will not 
the antomatie sw: itching unit, é i 

s of the break-circuit chronemeter, which breaks — ¥ 
@ each second except the 59th in each minute, will 

raght-hend gage of the waxed paper tape of the PL P a 
evel recorders and keyed as a 3~KC tone on the magnetic tape } 

greet ; ; 
recorder, i" 

rv the peak of the signal has passed the arrival time . 
pouiate recorders. This is 1 Sen by pressing firmly but n 
ss than one second) on the code switch located just in | 

eae the top sliding drawer of rack three, Pressing 

secondary mars to be made on the time index of the 7 
ae a secondary 3-KC tone signal to be impressed on me 

>, At the moment of pressing the coding switch 

the exact position of the chronometer second hand, : 
ld then be recorded, The exact time of coding should 

pe for future OME 

signal the operator must imncdiately turn’ the magnetic 
on the bettom of Rack 2 or 3 ( Fe aeatline on which ib 
the HOLD position. - -This switches the tape recorder . 

ition and keeps the signal on the tape until the operator Cea 
to the Thigh-spead" graphic level recorder, This «ne 

ie before 2 minutes Boe 15 seconds have elapsed after a 
signal, or the signal will be erased. One revglution “s 

recorder clock Paaee epresents 24 minutes. Note that j 
.L is recorded on the magnetic tape and that normally + 

ously recording end erasing. Note also that the early pers, 
rn al up to'the firing time of the automatic switching unit ee 
ne PL recorder tape, 

iaretice the ete tape recorder on the HOLD 
ation to normal operation by starting the stand-by : 

+, Push the reset button on the automatic switching . ; 
ng oreo can be recorded by the "slow-speed" PL 

he Tessas tape paoraes whose aod 

PL recorder. Turn the 3-KC volume’control 
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lito! the OFF Seeition and switch the selector | 
pe saat will then be played onto i etittag a! 

ae, from the magnetic tape recorder starts to appear 
tp recorder the time indexes ae the right-hand paper 

ee ‘these indexes are very important, If 

e- Beeereicied by Renee up the TIME TONE. 
of mack 0 one in the right top corner of the 

_KC. hind tick at the peak of the signal, This 
at that point during playback, If the signal 

gusttc eo Ee RC is set at not more than 3 to 

- aetauiea instruction in data eeameclen by the 
) are responsible for this ‘phase of the work, 

9: Ses work or for Rearopnone [ease During such 
5 channel is connected to the bus as usual and the 
der number 2. aoe the "Low-apeed" PL recorder operate 

ae of eae 1 a special connector plate is 
_ line amplifier. This plate is provided with 
receptacles and is labeled: {0 BE USED FOR 

A short cable leading from the back of this 
-prong Cannon male plug connects the plate to 
er channels is not feeding the bus. 
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other to the Dual Channel plate as deseribed above, Disconnect cables 5 
and 7 from the back of the Time Tone amplifier chassis in Rack 1 and 
plug both cables into the two receptacles of the Dual Channel plate, 

56,.. This change in the normal cable connections provides two independent 
- receiving channels, one making use of the normal duty channel with its 
recording equipment located in Rack 2, and the other, feeding directly 
into the recording equipment in Rack 3. Time indexing and PL graphic 
level recorder motor control from the automatic switching unit are obtained 
in the normal way for both channels, 

57. The normal “duty™ channel can be monitored from the jack on the right 
side of the third panel from the top of Rack 1 just as in conventional 
single channel operation. If crystal headphones are used to avoid loading 
the 600-chm bus, it can also be monitored from the jack marked BUS MONITOR 
on the "slowe-speed" PL recorder in Reck 2. Ths other channel can only 
be monitored on crystal headphones plugged into the BUS | MONITOR jack on 
the thigh-speed™ PL recorder in Rack 3. 

58. To obtain a comparable output level from both channels turn the BUS 
VOLUM dial on the right side of the second panel from the top of Rack 1 
to 0. Then control geen aes Spr nals by adjusting the CHANNEL 
NO. & VOLUME and the CHANNEL JCLUME controls on the left side of 
the top and second Bane of Rack ne 
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